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QUESTION 1

As a part of the Setup Utility, the administrator sets the host name for the BIG IP. What would be the result if the two
systems in a redundant pair were set to the same host name? 

A. Host names do not matter in redundant pair communication. 

B. In a redundant pair, the two systems will always have the same host name. The parameter is synchronized between
the systems. 

C. The first time the systems are synchronized the receiving system will be assigned the same self-IP addresses as the
source system. 

D. When the administrator attempts to access the configuration utility using the host name, they will always connect to
the active system. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

The BIG-IP Administrator needs to avoid overloading any of the Pool Members with connections, when they become
active. What should the BIG-IP Administrator configure to meet this requirement? 

A. Different Ratio for each member 

B. Same Priority Group to each member 

C. Action On Service Down to Reselect 

D. Slow Ramp Time to the Pool 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A BIG-IP Administrator is unable to connect to the management interface via HTTPS. What is a possible reason for this
issue? 

A. The port lockdown setting is configured to Allow None. 

B. An incorrect management route is specified. 

C. The IP address of the device used to access the management interface is NOT included in the "P Allow" list in the
Configuration Utility. 

D. The IP address of the device used to access the management interface is NOT included in the "httpd Allow" list in the
CLI. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the synchronization process, as performed by the Configuration Utility or by typing b
config sync all? 

A. The process should always be run from the standby system. 

B. The process should always be run from the system with the latest configuration. 

C. The two /config/bigip.conf configuration files are synchronized (made identical) each time the process is run. 

D. Multiple files, including /config/bigip.conf and /config/bigip_base.conf, are synchronized (made identical) each time
the process is run. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A BIG-IP Administrator wants to add a new Self IP to the BIG-IP device. Which item should be assigned to the new Self
IP being configured? 

A. Interface 

B. Route 

C. VLAN 

D. Trunk 

Correct Answer: C 
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